
 

2020 School Spelling Competition.  
 
This year’s spelling competition takes place in Week 3 of next term on Thursday the 6th of 
August.  There are three categories – Seniors for Years 5-6, Middle for Years 3-4 and Juniors for 
Years 1-2. The winners of each category win the school spelling trophy which will be awarded at 
the end of year prize giving. 
 
Below are some of the words that will be used in the Senior competition – learning as many of 
these as possible will help during the event.  It is not expected that children will learn all of these 
words but the more they learn the greater chance they have of winning! There are other words in 
the finals round so learning spelling techniques is important! The children will hear the word and 
must spell it out loud so it is best to practice that way. 
 
Good luck! 

water giant nose baby shell best 

mouse sure bargain noise four flower 

running sooner together airplane radio type 

gate chair sleepy early fire thing 

carry cost brush stove loud joke 

eye fight ghost milk brown shell 

water store sister giant orange people 

clean sleep fresh taste luck third 

white paint space quick twice almost 

speak wrong bright afraid quiet enjoy 

choose never family whole corner trouble 

trust wrong hurry climb smell below 

damage worry bicycle wonderful tomorrow rainbow 

answer shadow remove surprise vacation knot 

twelve gentle naughty borrow pencil charge 

annoy forecast voyage insist throat central 

pleasure official electric sweater decide kitchen 

judge knock following continue adventure drought 

chemical equal reduce average wrinkle weather 

Suffer ignore government possible choir silence 

strength nonsense estimate graduate stereo vehicle 

envelope fatigue personality estimate enormous opportunity 

misery collection prefer believe unique apology 

allowed planet again their brought believe 

breakfast can’t caught clothes couldn’t cough 

cannon chocolate centre could didn’t disappeared 

different dollars doesn’t everyday everybody everywhere 

beautiful orchestra equally appreciate familiar enthusiastic 

signature breathe permanent sufficient surplus customary 

especially materially cemetery leisure successful definite 

exhibition apparatus mortgage equipped politician exaggerate 

guarantee answer emergency serious tongue steadiness 

nourishment fringe journey village shelves explorer 

influential reputation exhausted formulate commenced autobiography 

unique perpetual machinery helicopter exorbitant contemptuous 

 


